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There is an inherent eroticism in wanting something unstable. Something not guaranteed. 
Desire exists in the perception of lack. In something unpossessed or possibly 
unpossessable.


To gain knowledge to conquer destroys both mystery and knowledge. To try to know 
while understanding you cannot ever know is to dip into the erotic.


We cannot know everything.


Familiar footsteps tread over slightly less familiar footsteps, as we peck at the grain on 
the ground. That process over and over makes a home.


And inside love is a jerking around, between keeping the house together (with your bare 
hands, whitened knuckles as the wind rips it apart) and becoming the wind itself.


Fulfillment is a state of reality meeting desire and edging closer and closer to fill in all its 
empty space. 
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How does wholeness meet purging? How does fulfillment mean release? 


Entering into the bloat of satiety, the belly must be drained, pricked with a needle to let 
the pus and broth flow out.
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Image Captions 

1–2.	 Aries: Does power turn you on? Does it press you down and sit on your chest? Are you 		
	 getting bossed around or being bossy yourself? These next few weeks, love is the way 		
	 you play with authority. You may gain power at times and give it up at others.


3–4.	 Taurus: This season, you are untangling various knots in relationships, whether with lovers, 
	 friends, or partners. In unentangling, some tight bonds must be loosened or let go. All of 	
	 this is to lead you to the center: the relationship you have with yourself.


5.	 Gemini: You are facing a lack of control or a brutal confrontation with the violence of life. 	
	 To love is to tie yourself to the fate of other people and their suffering.


6–7.	 Cancer: There’s no fooling around anymore. Anything not authentic in love, whether it’s 		
	 coming from someone else or from yourself, is set out to be dried and dissected. This 	 	
	 period might be more serious and analytical in love and less warm and gooey. See how 		
	 your fear of a lack of control is keeping you from the love you desire.


8–10.	 Leo: You need to be accountable to others, whether that means taking responsibility for 	
	 your mistakes or recognizing all the effort you’ve put in. You’re in a long period of cutting 	
	 people out and promoting others to more permanent and important roles in your life. 	 	
	 There’s potential for juicy romance, albeit a bit tangled and messy. Center responsibility to 	
	 the you that desires true love.


11–12.	Virgo: During this time, embrace abundance in the relationships in your life. Whether they 	
	 are romantic or not, these relationships are redefining generosity for you. In that vein, do 	
	 you really need to hold things together for other people, or prove your worth by how much 	
	 you give of yourself? Allow love to flow and overtake you.


13–14.	Libra: You are building a strong foundation for a life that is committed to true love, but the 	
	 process is requiring immense discipline and some painful cleansing. Say goodbye to all 		
	 that is lukewarm, half-present, and unintentional. Most importantly, do not compromise on 	
	 pleasure right now.


15–16.	Scorpio: Love is all around you. Romance abounds. The only struggle left is the following: 	
	 can you reconcile the growing erotic potential within you with the world that is still 	 	
	 demanding you to clean up?
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17–18.	Sagittarius: Your pocket is filling up with small and big treasures, and you may find 	 	
	 romance more easily expressed right now through gifts, tokens, and talismans exchanged. 
	 Claim what is yours, both to receive and to give.


19–20.	Capricorn: Right now, love is an exercise of self-sovereignty. Can you see yourself and the 	
	 gifts you have to offer momentarily on their own, not as things being received or reacted 	
	 to? Will you create yourself with the same joy of making art and allow your authentic self to 
	 be witnessed?


21–22.	Aquarius: During this time which is nestled within an extended period of loneliness, self-		
	 searching, and self-building, you are finding the language for your private world. Whether 	
	 or not that helps you connect more honestly with others, love can only begin with radical 	
	 honesty and clarity with yourself.


23–24.	Pisces: You can find love on the edges of the moon’s cycles, which means love can be 	 	
	 found everywhere you look but it never has the same face. More than the private paradise 	
	 of romance, friendship and community become spaces to exercise spirit and passion.


25–26.	Desire draws lines. It points between lack and having. Known and unknown.


27–29.	How does love discover it has been walking in circles the whole time?


